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In the video, a client of Spark Bank, Robert, starts
a conversation with a financial advisor on
Facebook Messenger with the intention of
investing in a mutual fund. The advisor determines
that the conversation must conclude on a secure
channel and invites the client to pivot to the
mobile app.

https://info.sparkcentral.com/secure-messaging-demo

The link sent by the advisor renders itself as a convenient button in Messenger. Once in the bank’s secure
mobile app, the chat history is preserved and both the client and the advisor can conclude the transaction.
What is impressive to note is that the log-in and authentication has taken place in the background, to the
satisfaction of the bank and without any effort from the client.
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A True Pivot for Secure Messaging
In the past, banking clients on messaging platforms could only go so far before they made individuals jump
through hoops or flaming hoops devised by security professionals. Waiting for one-time-passwords to be
delivered via text message or struggling to remember the answer to “challenge questions” that, in many cases
were manufactured from “in wallet” data. (Quick, do you remember the exact amount of your last credit card
purchase). To support a client’s ability to pivot from one channel (Facebook Messenger) to a more secure
channel offered by the bank, be it a Webview or secure messaging in the bank’s app, a provider like
Sparkcentral must step in to provide an authorization code or “token” that asserts to the bank that Robert is
who he claims to be and links his messages to the new secure conversation.
On the bank’s secure link, the authenticated Robert can carry on conversations that culminate in transactions,
even provide credit card numbers or other personal information with the confidence that his data is safe from
bad actors.
As the use cases provided here demonstrate, once a user successfully logs onto their messaging platform of
choice, mechanisms exist that enable banks to accept their credentials with confidence. Little or no extra effort
is required. Opus Research calls it Intelligent Authentication. Messaging-centric platform providers like
Sparkcentral and its partners make it a reality.
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